An analogy is a type of word puzzle or word problem that asks you to complete a comparison between two things.

**Example:** cat: meow :: dog: __________

In this example, the first pair of words is related in a specific way. The cat is an animal that meows. So, your job is to complete the second set of words so that the comparison is the same. The dog is an animal that **barks**. So,

**Example:** cat: meow :: dog: bark

You see analogies with colons to punctuate. You read the comparison this way: “Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.”

Analogies can show different types of comparisons. They can be synonyms, antonyms, part to whole, whole to part, etc. The important thing is to think about how the first two words are related—this is your clue to complete the second pair!

**Exercise:**

**Complete each analogy.**

pig : oink :: cow : ________
dresser : wood :: window : ________

forest : trees :: ocean : ________
pencil : write :: paint brush : ________

pants : legs :: shoes : ________
sweet : sour :: hot : ________

petal : flower :: leaf : ________
nice : kind :: pretty : ________

sleep : bed :: bathe : ________
phone : call :: camera : ________

wrong : incorrect :: smart : ________
book : read :: piano : ________
An analogy is a type of word puzzle or word problem that asks you to complete a comparison between two things.

**Example:** cat: meow :: dog: __________

In this example, the first pair of words is related in a specific way. The cat is an animal that meows. So, your job is to complete the second set of words so that the comparison is the same. The dog is an animal that **barks**. So,

**Example:** cat: meow :: dog: bark

You see analogies with colons to punctuate. You read the comparison this way: “Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.”

Analogies can show different types of comparisons. They can be synonyms, antonyms, part to whole, whole to part, etc. The important thing is to think about how the first two words are related—this is your clue to complete the second pair!

**Exercise:**
Complete each analogy.

pig : oink :: cow : __moo______
dresser : wood :: window : __glass______
forest : trees :: ocean : _water__
pencil : write :: paint brush : _paint______
pants : legs :: shoes : _feet___
sweet : sour :: hot : _cold_______
petal : flower :: leaf : __tree__
nice : kind :: pretty : _beautiful (any synonym)
sleep : bed :: bathe : _shower/tub
phone : call :: camera : _picture (take a)_
wrong : incorrect :: smart : __wise (synonym)
book : read :: piano : __play____